This is a theory for the effect of localization on the super-Poissoman noise of radiation propagating through an absorbing disordered waveguide Localization suppresses both the mean photon current 7 and the noise power P, but the Fano factor P/7 is found to remam unaffected For strong absorption the Fano factor has the universal value l + if (with/the Bose-Emstem function), regardless of whether the waveguide is long or short compared to the localization length PACS number(s) 42 50 Ar, 42 25 Dd
The coherent radiation from a laser has Poisson statistics [1, 2] Its noise powei Ρρο,^ο,, equals the mean current 7 (in units of photons per second) Elastic scattenng has no effect on the noise, because the radiation remains in a coherent state The coherent state is degraded by absorption, resultmg m an excess noise / >~i> p 0 isson-> 0 [3] The Fano factor P/Ppoisson deviates from unity by an amount proportional to the Bose-Emstem function/ It is a small effect (/-10~2 at room temperature for mfrared frequencies), but of mterest because of its fundamental oiigm The excess noise is required to preserve the canonical commutation relations of the electromagnetic field in an absorbing dielectnc [4] [5] [6] The interfeience of multiply scattered waves may lead to localization [7] Localization suppresses both the mean current and the fluctuations-on top of the suppression due to absorption Localization is readily observed m a waveguide geometry [8] , where it sets in once the length L of the waveguide becomes longer than the localization length ξ-N l (with / the mean free path and N the number of propagating modes) Typically, ξ is much larger than the absorption length ξ α , so that localization and absorption coexist The interplay of absorption and localization has been studied previously for the mean current [9] [10] [11] [12] Here we go beyond these studies to include the current fluctuations It is mstuictive to contrast the super-Poissoman photomc noise with the sub-Poissoman electronic analogue In the case of electncal conduction through a disoidered wire, the (zero-temperature) noise power is smaller than the Poisson value äs a result of Fermi-Dirac statistics The reduction is a factor 1/3 in the absence of localization [13, 14] The effect of localization is to lestore Poisson statistics, so that the Fano factor mcreases from 1/3 to l when L becomes larger than ξ What we will show in this paper is that the photomc excess noise responds entirely differently to localization Although localization suppresses P and 7, the Fano factor remains unaffected, equal to the value l + f/ obtamed in the absence of localization [15, 16] Let us begin our analysis with a more precise formulation of the problem The noise powei quantifies the size of the time-dependent fluctuations of the photon current I(t) = 7+ <?/(/) (The overbar mdicates an average over many measurements on the same System ) For a Poisson process, the power i > p 01 sson =^ equals the mean current and the Fano factor F= P/Pp 0 , S son equals unity We consider monochromatic radiation (frequency ω 0 ) incident in a smgle mode (labeled m 0 ) on a waveguide contammg a disordered medmm (at temperature T) (See Fig l ) The incident radiation has Fano factor J-m We wish to know how the Fano factor changes äs the radiation piopagates through the waveguide Starting pomt of our investigation is a formula that relates the Fano factoi to the scattenng matnx of the medmm [15] , (2) (We have assumed detection with quantum efficiency l m a nanow frequency interval around ω 0 ) The function
f(<a,T) = [ex.p(fi<a/kT)-i]~l is the Bose-Emstem function
The transmission matnx t and the reflection matrix r are N XN matrices, with N the number of propagating modes at frequency ω 0 The term proportional to / in Eq (2) is the excess noise For a unitary scattenng matrix, rr^ + tt^ equals the unit matrix l, hence the excess noise vanishes
In what follows we will assume that the incident radiation is m a coherent state, so that J-m = l and the deviation of Jfrom unity is entirely due to the excess noise Smce the Bose-Emstem function at room temperature is neghgibly small at optical frequencies, one would need to use the coherent radiation from an mfrared or microwave laser Alter- natively, one could use a noncoherent source and extract the excess noise contubution by subtracting the noise at low temperature from that at room temperatuie The absorbmg disordered waveguide is charactenzed by foui length scales the wavelength λ, the mean fiee path for scattenng /, the absorption length ξ α , and the locahzation length ξ = (Ν+1) 1 We assume the ordenng of length scales \<Κξ α <ίξ, which is the usual Situation [8] We ask for the average (J-) of the Fano factor, aveiaged over an ensemble of waveguides with different reahzations of the disoider For L^-ξα we may neglect the matnx 1 1* with respect to l in Eq (2), so that the expression for the Fano factor (with F m = l ) takes the form
In the absence of locahzation, foi L<8 ξ, one can simphfy the calculation of (f) by averagmg sepaiately the numeratoi and denommator m the coefficient Cj, smce the sample-tosample fluctuations are small This diffusive regime was studied in Refs [15, 16] Such a simplification is no longer possible in the locahzed regime and we should proceed drfferently
We follow the general approach of Ref [12] , by considenng the change in T upon attaching a short segment of length SL to one end of the waveguide Transmission and reflection matrices are changed to leading order in SL according to t-*t SL (l+rr SL )t, 4, (4) where the supeiscnpt T indicates the transpose of a matrix (Because of reciprocity the tiansmission matrix from left to nght equals the transpose of the transmission matnx from nght to left) The transmission matrix t SL of the short segment may be chosen proportional to the unit matnx, where / n = 2£ 2 // is the balhstic absorption length Umtanty of the scattenng matnx then dictates that the reflection matnx from the left of the shoit segment be related to the reflection man ix from the nght by r' SL Foi ^ξ α we may replace the average of the product (CiPi) by the product of aveiages (Ci){pi), because [12] statistical correlations with traces that mvolve icflection matrices only are of iclative oidei ξ α /ξ -which we have assumed to be <l l The moments of the reflection matnx aie given for L9>£ a by [17] (P P ) = Γ(ρ-1/2) ξ ξ α ' (8) hence they are > l and also §>£//' ξ 2 α
We may therefore neglect the teims m the second, thnd, and fourth hnes of Eq (7) What remains is the differential equation which for has the solution 
We conclude that the average Fano factor (F) = l + 2f( l -(C i)) -> l +f / for L > £ n , regardless of whether L is small or large compared to ξ To support this analytical calculation we have camed out numencal simulations The absorbmg disordered waveguide is modeled by a two-dimensional square lattice (lattice constant a) The dielectnc constant ε has a real pari that fluctuates fiom site to site and a nonfluctuating imagmary pari The multiple scattermg of a scalar wave Ψ is descnbed by discretizmg the Helmholtz equation [V 2 + (w 0 /c) 2 8]M > = 0 and Computing the transmission and reflection matrices usmg the recursive Green-function technique [18] The mean free path l = 20a and the absorption length ξ α =135α are determmed from the average transmission piobabihty yV~1(trf/ t } = //£ a sinh(L/£ 1 ) in the diffusive regime [12] Aveiages were performed ovei the N/2 modes m 0 near noimal incidence and ovei some ΙΟ 2 -10 3 reahzations of the disoider Results are shown in Figs 2 and 3 The length dependence of the average Fano factor is plotted m Fig 2, for N = 50 and L ranging from 0 to 2 ξ Clearly, locahzation has no effect The hmiting value of f~l(f-1) resultmg from this Simulation is shghtly smaller than the value 3/2 piedicted by the analytical theory for N> l The N dependence of (f) m the locahzed regime is shown in Fig  3 A hne through the data pomts extrapolates to the theoretical expectation /"'(.T 7 -1)->3/2 foi TV->°° Figure 3 also shows the vanance of the Fano factor The vanance extrapolates to 0 for N-*™, indicating that J-= Pll becomes selfaveiagmg for laige N This is in contrast to P and 7 themselves, which fluctuate stiongly in the locahzed regime
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that locahzation of radiation in an absorbmg disordered waveguide has no effect on the ratio of the excess noise and the mean current In the 
